Stacked in-plane histology for quantitative validation of non-invasive imaging biomarkers: Application to an infiltrative brain tumour model.
While it is generally agreed that histopathology is the gold standard for assessing non-invasive imaging biomarkers, most validation has been by qualitative visual comparison. To date, the difficulties involved in accurately co-registering histology sections with imaging slices have prevented a voxel-by-voxel assessment of imaging modalities. By contrast with previous studies, which focus on improving the registration algorithms, we have taken the approach of improving the quality of the histological processing and analysis. To account for imaging slice orientation and thickness, multiple histology sections were cut in the MR imaging plane and averaged to produce stacked in-plane histology (SIH) maps. When combined with intensity sensitive staining this approach gives histopathology maps, which can be used as the gold standard to validate imaging biomarkers. We applied this pipeline to a patient-derived mouse model of glioblastoma multiforme (GBM). Increasing the number of stacked histology sections significantly increased SIH measured tumour volume. The SIH technique proposed here resulted in reduced variability of volume measurements and this allowed significant improvements in the quantitative volumetric assessment of multiple MRI modalities. Further, high quality registration enabled a voxel-wise comparison between MRI and histopathology maps. Previous approaches to the validation of imaging biomarkers with histology, have been either qualitative or of limited accuracy. Here we propose a pipeline that allows for a more accurate validation via co-registration with SIH maps, potentially allowing validation in a voxel-wise mode. This work demonstrates that methodically produced SIH maps facilitate the quantitative histopathologic assessment of imaging biomarkers.